
A Collective Offering 

Re-Storying Our 
Relations To The 

Natural World



Re-imagining is a practice of hope needed to sustain 
our planet. The first step is to reflect  on the ways 
we have storied our belonging and connections to 
the natural world. Stories that call the land a 
resource, or privilege   human-made hierarchies, 
need transformation into narratives that inspire 
responsible ways of relating with the natural world. 

In this  five-session workshop, participants engaged 
with the practice of “re-storying” through writing 
and illustration exercises. In each session,  In each 
session, participants re-imagined narratives that 
encourage reciprocal relationships with the natural 
world and those who inhabit it. 

This publication gathers the work, or as we called 
them, offerings, participants created during the time 
of the workshop.
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How do we tell our 
stories?1
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Mother Earth’s Gift

Measuring time by the full moon

Pause, 
smell, 
taste, 
relish, 
give thanks.

This should be read aloud, 
before the first bite, 
so that as you taste the 
sweetness 
or freshness 
or savoury
of flavours that encounter your mouth, 
the last thing to have been there, 
just moments before on your tongue, 
will have been gratitude.

Recognize that your gift comes from 
the loose, sandy soil with lots of sunlight; 
from rough hands and sacrifice.

Do they smile as they work 
or are they under the oppressive low wages paid
by a large corporation?  
Be curious about how you consume at times 
without good thought to appreciating the cradle to grave impact 
of our consumption.

A collective acknowledgement

Remember where the sweetness is from
The glistening ruby-colour jewel 
A present from Mother Earth.

Study the deep orange colour
The very life sap you share with me 
A gift of your very being.

Love to the Blueberry! 
to children, to energy, 
Maintain youthfulness, 
stay wild blueberry, 
reclaim indigenous foods, 
domestication on farms; 
maintain the fruit.

Learn the truth from those who hold it 
but also learn HOW to learn from these teachers
Teach people what your non-human teachers have taught you.

Whose hands. 
Whose lands. 
Whose stories weave with yours
and the gift given to you
Think it out loud.
Be grateful
and reciprocate.
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• Recognizing other presences that we have been placing as objects. 
• Listening to other voices that we have been talking over.  Because 

re-storying is much about listening than telling a story.
• Connecting with other experiences. Those who are often in the 

margins and realizing with whom do we want to be connected.  
• This requires creating an opening to the stories that have been 

obscured by meta-narratives that uphold colonial, capitalist, 
patriarchal values.

What does it mean to re-story our 
relations to the natural world? 

Why is the practice of re-storying 
important? 

• Interrupting dominant narratives: Those that benefit the few. Those 
that center the human as the as the most livable and grievable life.

• Unearthing narratives: Is not about making present what is absent, 
but lifting the presence of that which is already there and has been 
erased by supremacist worldings (colonial, patriarchal, capitalist). 
We question those taken for granted silences

• Creating community: Recognizing that worlds are co-fabricated, and 
we are just one body in the mesh of relationships.  Opening dialogue 
that are critical of what it means to be with the more-than-human.

• Healing our human inheritances: Acknowledging the stories of our 
genealogy, according to our own location in the world. 

• Slow transformation: re-storying our relations to the natural world 
is a practice of deep rooting, of setting foundational stories that will 
guide who we are in the world, how we want to be with the world, 
and with whom do we want to relate in the world. Propose a narrative 
for how to move forward into the future, by holding our present.

Work on the right by Iakotsén:tha
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By Meghan Richey



By Jess Hum
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The label says “Israeli Halva”
Halva is mostly made of Sesame seeds
Some chocolate
Plenty of sugar
 
I recognize the sesame seed halva comes from a place belonging to many 
peoples, scarred with contentious colonization, re-colonization and 
displacement.
 
Sesame seeds for my moon time
Measuring time by the full moon
Turning 40 this year, in the second half of my life
 
Taste is a memory of sharing this halva brick with my friend
My Jewish friend from Israel and talking about home-lands 



 
 
 

 

 

    
The host, silent, ancient mountain range and singing winds.  
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by Victoria Marie

by Lucía de Urioste 
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by Emilia Belliveau

My thirst is quenched by the precious drops
that are caught ceremoniously
by the clay bowl.
A concave shape that echoes my own.
A life catcher, the elders say.

Life contained within
the protective roundness
patiently waiting to provide for another.
Life as a carrier means
I will embrace what
Is sacred

It asks of us to weave
the very fibres, 
to knit together the strands
of a timeless dance 
that is older than sticks.

Where would we be
without the containers?
The sacs, visible and invisible, 
that hold all 
that is essential – the bowl, the body, the planet
A life holder, the elders say.

- Iakotsén:tha
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After all you gift me with….
I sit here all consumed in madness
Creator of my own suffering
Where I have yet again forgotten my original instructions
that guides me to a path of wholeness, respect and peace.
A path that sustains
 that harmonizes
 with what is.

How to restore?
How to re-story this tale of taking rather than receiving?

First, begin with a gift freely given.

The sun’s dawning light lifts and warms my limbs,
 re-enlivening my weary frame of existence.
I listen.
My heart beats to a rhythm larger than me,
 reminding me I am supported at all times.

After All You Gift 
Me With

The air gently pools into my very being like water trickling into a vessel.
My eyes receive the beauty of dewdrops, many legged kin and swaying 
grasses.
Between the many shades of green
A red berry beckons me.
It calls to my heart
And my heart responds with joy and the wonder of a child
who finds the greatest treasure. 
Plump and ripe, bursting with potential juiciness
I close my eyes in reverent reception
 of  its sun kissed warmth and surprising sweetness.
My heart sends up an appreciative song
mmmmmmmmmm 
Vibrating waves of welcoming.

This precious gift cures me of amnesia and reveals a growing contentment
 larger than all the baskets of berries on the store shelves could bring.
A meeting of beings that intwine and become one 
A gift freely given, acknowledged and gratefully received in kinship.
The power inherent
in one small berry.
A relationship that reminds me of 
who I am,
where I am from,
and my place in the world.

-Iakotsén:tha
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by Iakotsén:tha
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I’m from concrete. 
A jungle of tall glass trees and rivers of asphalt;
But I am also from the sweet nance tree—the golden cherry, 
with a tough pit and drought-resistance;  

I am from luck, fortune, happenstance, 
collisions and chaos that finally congealed 
because time is so like itself

I am from moose meat 
and wild blueberries 
and instant noodles.

Where I am from, the history ran 5000 years. 
The sun and moon and the land and plants all are given genders. 
The characters are shaped by the forms seen in nature. 
You put together a few words, and you can tell a story.

I am the creation of artists; 
volatility in love and unmaking. 
I am from the willow that bends 
and moves to weather the storms. 

I am from the host, 
silent, 
ancient mountain range 
and singing winds.  

Where We Are From
A collective poem

I come from the sky, the wild strawberries, 
rolling fields, white pine and birch. 
A bird picking up breadcrumbs to say 
I am the granddaughter of a land called Kanata, 
the turtle’s back.

I come from a circle with many limbs, 
Iintersect; 
front and back, 
Repel; 
what confuses or overcomes. 
What lives in my heart and mind since time began

I’m from the water, the trees and the rocks,
that were Created to clean, shade, 
Protect and nourish.
The shear majesty and intricateness of all the colours
Reflected back, and my eyes see.
The warmth of the sun, the blue of the sky,
The quiet strength of the clouds, 
all welcome me.
The making of my creator, to live and learn from,
Taking nothing for granted. 

I come from winter
From a clearing in the woods
So cold you can feel it in your nose 

We are from all over
different sprouts 
from a single earthseed.



2 Whose stories do we 
recognize the most?
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I come from winter
From a clearing in the woods
Where it is cold you can feel it right up in your nose 
Boots eagerly crunching in snow

An offering of seeds 
A tiny mitten of anticipation
With a side of patience
I waited and watched

I watched and waited
My gift was unwanted
The sun was setting 
Soon it would be too late

I summoned persistence
Cold fingers and colder toes
Teeth chattering
It was time to go

Then just as the last rays of light 
Began to dissolve
Numbness and disappointment setting in
It finally happened

A spectacular weightless wonder
This precious little being
A bird in my hand 
Became my first connection to the land

Chickadee
by Laura Briggs
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by Emilia Belliveau



Today:                                The Garden @ HCCC

I went to
an interview at an
under-the-radar
contemporary crafts center.

In their garden, they
grow plants used by their
resident artists or exhibition artist
for their crafts. Dyes, Textiles, Fruit.

I saw a winged creature I had never seen before.
I decided to sit and ask for a picture—or two.

We talked for a bit:
About the pomegranates

I'm not sure why, but I have always loved
picking each seed individually.

One by one.
My cousins

would make fun of how slow and tedious I made eating one.
But I wouldn't mind. ☀ To me, it was the savoring.

The feeling,
the work,

the satisfaction.
So many seeds for so many possibilities

The multiverse of pom seeds!

It reminds me of fall. A crisp breeze that marks the harvest season.
My mom always buys me one when she sees them at the store.
I think I was born in a pomegranate. I always associate it with my mom. We love to sit and share
one. On a cool fall afternoon.
She doesn't comment on the way I eat.
She and I are like poms too, in a way.
Full of seeds, sweet, and a little bitter—we pack a lil' punch.

Maybe she and I were born from a pom.
Maybe she is why I love to take my time picking it apart.
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by Mar Carranza
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by Mar
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From The Sky
by Iakotsén:tha

I come from the Sky 
 The wild Strawberries,
  Rolling hills, white Pine and Birch trees.
   A bird picking up breadcrumbs
    Sings I am the grand granddaughter of a  
              Chief.
     Of a land known as Kana:ta,
    Clay from our turtle’s back
  I am just one seed from a strand of seeds that extend to  
             the Sky.
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As if every day is another opportunity to be re-established in relationship

Not to be left behind

In one’s ability to relate

Taught to embrace through powers unseen of acceptance and gratitude

To be able to make do with the space provided

To accept or negate by interaction and intersections of time

To seek out truths behind the pain and anger that surrounds me

To use what encompasses my heart, my mind, my body, my soul

Embrace me, reach out to me, explore self and engage another to share

Space and time is meant to be shared and mingled with

Ideas will flow, love will flow, peace of mind will flow

Returning Home
by Gina Underwood

by Victoria Marie
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by Jasmine Chou



3 To whom does our 
language extends to?



To lichen is to be patient and ancient.
It is to be rootless and free yet
unable to exist alone. It is the

practice of sharing and borrowing
from other beings and working so

intimately inside one another that you
materialize yourself into existence. As
such, to lichen is to forgo autonomy
and surrender to interdependence

collaboration to exist.

Page 1- Microscopic photos of lichen 

(up to 10x magnification) 

and how "To lichen"

Page 2- Grey scale lichen study (gouche)

Page 3- Colour/texture lichen study 

(gouche, black ink, white ink)

Page 3- Close up from previous image

Page 4-  Digital painting of lichen

A Celebration of Lichen 
by Laura Briggs 
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by Jasmine Chou

To Ginkgo
To ginkgo: to be adaptable through slow-moving but all encompassing 
changes. To be resilient while still offering softness and brightness to the 
world. The subtle act of carrying on old traditions in many places, many 
climates, new places, and new climates into the future.

Be outside.
Stand still and watch the world change around you. 
Let wind shake all your moveable parts, 
Dance a little bit too. 
Then carry on.

-Emilia Belliveau
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 is to root, 
sending down energetic cords of gratitude and connection 

 is to blossom, 
opening your connection to the stars above, lifting your face Skyward to 
remember where we come from

 is to fruit,
 manifesting your potential by growing with the Sun’s light, pure waters 
and Mother Earth’s nurturing support

 is to redden,
 ripening into a richness of texture, depth and juiciness that bursts with 
Life

 is to berry, 
sharing our heart’s joy, bearing freely gifts of delight for others 

 is to mother,
leading, giving shape, offering direction and running out an umbilical cord 
of sustenance for the young until they root themselves

 is to daughter, 
carrying forth the seeds of Creation reminding us to bring forth our gifts 
with a good heart and groundedness.

-Iakotsén:tha

To Strawberry
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Be wild
Let the rain nourish you
Let the sun warm you and raise you up
Be rooted deep in Mother Earth
Let your flower 
Remind you of your connection to the stars
Let that blossom of who you are
Bear fruit
Let the sun strengthen you
So that your gift ripens
To reveal your heart and purpose
Be red and juicey
Let its gift of wild medicine
Heal 
Like only the ceremony of Life can
Pause….
Be present

Passing Wisdom, The 
strawberry Speaks....

Open my heart
Mother Strawberry

Let me run
By your side

To be your daughter
Rooted in Earth
Gifted from the Sky

Oh Venus of plants!
Your spirit of heartfelt relations
Teaches me

Seeds on the outside
To be strewn about
Like children’s laughter
on a summer’s day
Let my own love and innocence
plant seeds as you do

Your succulent, enticing, unconditional
Ripe heart berries
Sun-kissed, plump from rain,
Juicey red,
Reconcile me.

-Iakotsén:tha

Strawberry Prayer
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by Victoria Marie

About  animacy 

Secret worlds

Learn the grammar of animacy…nurturing of difference…abolition of 
indifference

Restorying is Restoration and Reclamation without industry, free from 
institution

Undomesticated and wild…stay wild 

To Fern the unusual and beautiful not of seed but of spores hidden 
underside of the fronds, sporangia, clusters of sori, simple and compound, 
bi-natural or tri-formed with leaves and spores compounded stalk, 
leaves, roots…rhizomes? Toothed, lobed, or entire leaf.

Unroll yourself from the fiddlehead which you can eat at this stage in 
some species. Be wary, know thy space, thy friends and thine enemies. 
Live long and prosper.

To Marsh, To Bark, To 
Bird, To Sapling, To 

Cattail
by Gina Underwood
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Easy to grow, free wheeling movements. Medicine. Beauty and Grace 
Elegant in form. Soft-spoken yet direct, encouraging fellowship, 
acknowledging.  Confident in surroundings, love to share and embrace 
company; the dirt, insects, other plants and animals.

Patterns from underside, smooth, small lumps like a powder pointy and 
edges of symmetry with one another on the same stock.  Each one 
seems to grow and add to their community spreading loves healing and 
soundness of mind.

To Fern is to embrace the world; to fern is to love the earth and share 
with life forms in your space. To fern is to occupy for service to other 
living beings on two legs, four or the flying, and crawling. To fern is to 
teach acceptance of one’s space.  To fern is to accept and be yourself and 
allow generations to grow from inside of you.  To fern is to reproduce. 
To fern is to know thy roots and self-identify within the existence of self 
in space and time.

by Jess Hum
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by Mar Carranza



4 Who do we invite to
 gather with us? 



 

COMING OF AGE ~ truly a transformational time 
IF we are to truly transform ourselves as human .... be human relatives .... how? 

Like to teaching shared below .... where are the singular based humans now? .. stuck .. why? 
‘Singular based humans’ is the goal of Western Society .... this is evidenced by what is valued. 

Like Clookshla do we perpetuate the belief that if IT doesn’t appear  to belong  to a being (human or 

other-WISE) .... can IT be claimed/named/categorized/diminished so it is comfortable for a designed 
Society/mindset called Colonialism? 

Can we simply gather up a new basket full of IT .... from an uncomfortable place of transformational 
change (required to bring us humans) be in balance with our interconnected relatives? 

Ⓒ kQwa’st’not 2019 

Perhaps we need to weave  a new basket (way of thinking/sense of value/respect & be as persistent 
in re-designing Society as the past possession-based worldview) .  

 

CLOOKSHLA AND THE SHADOW PEOPLE 
(a set of teachings that came from my grandparents ~ from my teen years) 

Clookshla would go out in the canoe for a four-day trip.  There was a village he passed one time. 
Nobody was around but there was smoking from a house but no people showing.  Clookshla was out for a 
couple days. On his way home he passed that village again. It was still smoking. 

“I wonder why .... there isn’t any people living there”. A few days after he made the trip again .... 
bringing his wife.  This time he was going to stope there and look at it.   He reached the village where the 
smoke was .... no people walking around. He got to the shore and pulled his canoe up a little bit. He walked up 
to the house. The door was closed. He got in and looked around. Nobody.... but fish was hanging in some 
baskets .... dried fish in baskets. He said to himself “nobody owns this dried fish .... I’ll take it all with me”. He 
went down to the beach and said to his wife: “come up with me ... there’s lots of dried fish .... empty houses .... 
we’ll take it all”.  

“All right .... we’ve got enough. You get in the bow. I’m going to shove this canoe out and jump in and 
start paddling. We must go home as quickly as we can because we have a Big load”. Wife felt somebody touch 
her .... made her sit down .... tied her legs down.  “Start paddling. We’ve got to get home quick!” But wife 
couldn’t, she was tied up. Somebody reached over .... pulled her against Clookshla.  Feeling the hear he said: 
“what are you doing? Why don’t you get busy and paddle!?” 

“I can’t .... my legs are tied”. Clookshla looked at his wife and saw the ropes tied on her feet.  He 
stopped paddling. Instead of going ahead his canoe was going backwards.  It was pulled right back to the 
beach. Somebody started unloading the canoe but Clookshla couldn’t see them.  He saw the baskets of dried 
fish float in the air and go back in the house .... no one was packing it. The people took the dried fish back 
where Clookshla got it from  and when it was all taken out .... the canoe was shoved out – empty. 

(added to this story was the understanding from previous teachings ~ Clookshla is Raven .... 
his wife is daughter of Dog Salmon .... his sister is Crow who has many children .... Clookshla 
lived in the great time of the beginning when Changer still walked the tum’ilth .... he 
experienced many many lessons that are shared to help us human relatives learn) 

Ⓒ kQwa’st’not 2019 
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WE ARE ALL IN ONE CANOE ~ together we will journey well or capsize. 

NONU WEL,WEL TI,Á NE TȺ,EȻEȽ ~ this canoe is really tippy .... the way to ‘balance the canoe’ is 
difficult while the mindset is taught to be objectified and separate from self. transform, a new model of 
thinking needs to be invited to the table.  Change or transformation is not easy or comfortable for 
most. In a third space of fluctuation hybridity is “a stimulus for engaging in critical discussions about 
the challenges and tensions involved in working across cultural boundaries”  leaving space for 
innovation ( Sonn & Green, 2006 ).  Or Bruce Mau (design thinker) tells “prerequisites for growth is 
..openness to experience (and) willingness to be changed by them”.  Passion, persistence and 
patience is required to bring balance  to all who travel the canoe.... while the institutional approach 
that has woven Indigenous people and teachings into colonial institutions ~ Alfred & Cortassal  (2005) 
give us five foci to aid transformation/ decolonization: land is life, language is power, freedom is the 
other side of fear, decolonize your diet, change happens one warrior at a time.  Through the process 
of decolonizing our thinking we will regain our strength as a people working together  ~ our SNWÍȽ. 

IT’S SIMPLE .... 
“From a relationship with much history, many express a need for positive movement forward to create 
a balance of old and new.  This balance needs to honor our Indigenous cultural teachings and 
strength while not discarding the goodness nor all of the structure in the current western system that 
is struggling to overcome a possession-based worldview.  Collectively we need to dance together 
toward more inclusive cultural/intercultural reflection around being re-reminded of these teachings, 
actively creating lifelong learners of whole life sustainability, leaving the generations to follow us with 
a prototype for moving forward.” (C. George ~ kQwa’st’not, 2019) 

  

Ⓒ kQwa’st’not 2019 
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by Jasmine Chou
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by Iakotsén:tha
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by Mar Carranza

by Victoria Marie

by Jess Hum
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by Victoria Marie
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What is: my connection, my flesh, my blood, my existence, my 
future? Would I be willing to sacrifice myself for someone or 
something else’s flesh and blood? 

Changes can occur within a single generation; How do I participate 
in the evolution of lasting - whole world, whole people - 
interconnected living and nonliving existence?

The ebb and flow and the uniqueness of this world, in its entirety, 
guides the realization and the product desired. We may not be 
able to shape, encourage or foresee the masses existing within a 
culture of reciprocity of truth and Love…but NO Action lays 
waste to any potential goodness of a collaborative co-existence.

The ebb and flow, from my flesh and blood to yours. 

by Heather Bedard

Notes on Community
Alone I am a little tree, 
but together we are a forest. 
     
 
  by anonymous

To sleep beside your feet; to stand up and be 
supported by you; to lean against your tender 
swaying arm or sturdy back. 
Only when I have you, I know me.

The world goes to sleep, stays dormant for a 
little while. Then it revives again. 
You are what I need.

       by anonymous



5
What gifts or invitations 

can we offer? 

To whom do you offer 
them?
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Xals Is My Future
by Georgina Underwood

My mind is restored. 

Opportunity comes to think, speak, feel, and move so freely within 
the context of our shared existence; this opportunity unites with 
the spirit realm and I can no longer see myself but there is the vision 
of a beautiful yet possible ugly thing of my creation. 

I express a worldview that is different.
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EARTH

by Lucía de Urioste 

ALTARS

by Lucía de Urioste 
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by Jess Hum
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by Emilia Belliveau
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June 9, 2022

Dear Future grandchildren of the World, of All Our Relations, 

In this present moment, in every present moment, feel gratitude.

I know, not everything is easy to feel gratitude for. Do your best to 
be like the eagle, the highest flying of our relatives and see things 
from that higher perspective, especially when it is hard, and trust 
and create your spacious clarity of sky.

May you experience gratitude for the spacious moments in life. May 
all moments be such, it is possible if you practice gratitude. This is 
an active request.

Seek out the goodness, and beauty. 

Find the gratitude for the soft moss beneath your feet,
For the warm breeze of rose scented air.
The Sound of children laughing, the hand of your lover in yours,
the purr of a contented kitten.

For the smell of earthworms after a spring rain,

A giveaway letter to the 
future 
by Iakotsén:tha

The untouched splendor of the mountains, the power of the 
thunder as it cleanses the sky.
The rising of the Sun in the East as it journeys to set in the West.

For the wild cacophony of birdsong at dawn’s early light, after the 
darkness where the milky way spills out across the night sky.
The taste of a ripe berry that dribbles down your chin.
As you rest beneath the shade of a Standing Tall One.

For the buzz of the bees on flowers in the rolling fields,
Listen to language of our plant relatives to lead you to sustenance 
and medicine remembering to always conduct an honourable 
harvest.
As you drink from the life giving rains that nourish all things.

For the rivers that meander with freedom to find their way to the 
ocean
As the tides come and go, watch the shifting, undulating patterns of 
seaweed and shell life.
The splash of salt water as orca pods surface sending rainbow 
messages of blessings to the air.

The kinship is all around you.

May you remember the gift of our Original Instructions to bring 
minds together as One in the spirit of gratitude and acknowledgement 
of the awe of the diversity of creation, and your inherent 
responsibility in co-creating it.

Thó



by Emilia Belliveau
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I imagine it being kind to us–Time, I mean. 
We’ve put so much of ourselves into the ground 
that, at times, has felt like it’s drying up and 
burying us alive. It would be unfair for us not to 
receive good Karma from the universe. 
Our bodies will not be covered in roots, we will 
lift off the ground, 
on tall, tall vines, with red, red flowers that 
bloom like the blush on your cheeks when I tell 
you I love you. 
Our little home like two peas in a pod. As sure as 
the birds sing in the morning. 
Pure as the bright young souls we were eons ago. 

by M.C.

As I plant these seeds today, 
these seeds blossom into my future self: 
one who is courageous (not fear-less). 
Fear is living in darkness. Out of 
darkness, into the light.

by anonymous

To A Future That Is 
Possible

Collective offerings

My prayer today,
 as it always is when I am near you, is: 
May we remember, May we heal. 

by anonymous

The air surrounding you is getting cleaner, The water is 
renewing itself. There is still much work to do but we are 
no longer at war with ourselves. We are finding our path. 
We are telling our children new stories. Which are 
actually old stories. 
We allow ourselves to love again, to open up, to feel. 
To be still. 
To sit in awe. 
To wait. 
To listen. 

by Meg

My mind is restored when you provide me an opportunity 
to think, speak, feel, and move so freely within the context 
of our shared existence. 
This opportunity unites with the spirit realm but there is 
the vision of a beautiful yet potentially ugly thing of my 
creation. \i express a world-view that is different. I find it 
poignant. I find it far-reaching and elusive at the same time. 
Ever reaching, ever exploring ever-existent. 
I am able to believe in what I cannot see. 
To me. I embrace the mystery, the enigma of all life. 
I allow my unknowing self to rest in the peacefulness of this 
thought.

by Gina Underwood



	

	

  

	 	

Life is 
creative 
It changes 
your lens. 
And get you out of 
thinking that 

But it will always come back. 

and will offer itself to you 
over and over again. 

IT IS 

generous. 

Creativity is  

Life-giving	

generous.	

It
 c
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s 
it
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It turns out...  

While art is a form of 
creativity...  

Creativity does 
not mean art. 
 Life is creative.  

 And in case you haven’t 
noticed lately...  
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by Satya

A Life Wish

To survive
together

To continue
breathing
remembering 
imagining 
re-storying

To live
in creativity

by anonymous
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by Victoria Marie

by Iakotsén:tha
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ABOUT THE WORKSHOP FACILITATOR

Andrea Vela Alarcón (she/her/ella) is a brown settler 
in Toronto. She is from the Abya Yala rainforest 
territory, currently known as the Peruvian Amazon. 
Andrea is a community educator interested in 
facilitating spaces of critical conversations on 
ecological survival. She has been working with 
communities for over ten years, using popular 
education and cultural production, particularly visual 
media and storytelling. Through her work, Andrea 
collaborates with communities in the crafting of 
stories that center refusal and resistance to the logics 
of extractive capitalism. Recognizing the often 
emotional and physical tax of environmental justice 
work, her creative encounters and workshops 
prioritize moments of joy, play and care.

ABOUT THE ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCY

Andrea Vela Alarcon’s artist-in-residency at Sierra 
Club BC is part of the FUTURES/forward community-
engaged arts mentorship program, funded by the 
Canada Council for the Arts, BC Arts Council, and 
Judith Marcuse Projects. Special thanks to Flick 
Harrison for his support as Andrea’s F/f mentor.

FUTURES/forward is an initiative of the International 
Centre of Art for Social Change (ICASC) and Judith 
Marcuse Projects (JMP), an arts organization with a 
40+ year history in Canada and abroad and a pioneer 
in the field of art for social change (ASC).
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